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Error 
Code Description Message 

Applicable 
from FY 

10000 The DOA Types must be: District, Voc/Tech, Juvenile, Public SPED 
institution, Private/SPED, Head Start, COOP/IGA/Other, Charter. 

Schools with this district type are not allowed in 
the database 

FY17 

10001 If DOA is PRIVATE/SPED and the DOR is not DISTRICT or 
CHARTER, then report the discrepancy as an error. 

For Skill Center or Private/SPED District, DOR 
must be Public or Charter 

FY17 

10002 If DOA is JUVENILE and the DOR is not the same as the DOA, 
then report the discrepancy as an error. 

For Juvenile districts, DOR must match the DOA FY17 

10003 If DOA is a Public SPED Institution and the DOR is not the same, 
then report the discrepancy as an error. 

For Public SPED Institution districts, DOR must 
match the DOA 

FY17 

10004 If DOR is a Public SPED Institution and the DOA is not the same, 
then report the discrepancy as an error. 

For Public SPED Institution districts, DOA must 
match the DOR 

FY17 

10005 If DOA is a DOA EXCEPTION its DOR must be DISTRICT or 
CHARTER. Note that DOA EXCEPTIONs change from one fiscal 
year to the next, and in some fiscal years there might not be any at 
all (18.8). 

For Accommodation districts allowed to have a 
DOA, the DOR must be Public or Charter 

FY17 

10006 If CTDS County Code = 20 (out of state) then only one of DOR or 
DOA may be out of state. 

Both DOA and DOR are out of state; at least one 
must be an Arizona district 

FY17 

10007 If DOA is out of state and DOR is not District or Charter, then report 
the discrepancy as an error. 

For out of state school, DOR must be Public or 
Charter 

FY17 

10008 If the grade submitted within the enrollment is not an approved 
grade for the school, then report the discrepancy as an error. 

Grade Level Code not offered at this School FY17 

10015 If the DOA for CEC (of any types) is not: DISTRICT, JTED, 
PRIVATE/SPED, then report the discrepancy as an error. 

School Type is not eligible for a CEC FY17 

10016 If the DOA is OUT OF STATE and CEC is not CEC-A, then report 
the discrepancy as an error. 

Out of state schools must have a CEC-A FY17 

10018 For CEC (of any type):  IF the DOA is not the same as the DOR, 
then DOR must be a District or JTED and the DOA must be District, 
JTED, Private, Other if not, then report the discrepancy as an error. 

When a CEC is reported, DOR must be Public FY17 

10019 If DOA is PRIVATE/SPED and CEC = B, and DOR is not District, 
then report the discrepancy as an error. 

When a CEC-B is reported and the DOA is 
Private/SPED, then the DOR must be Public 

FY17 

10020 If the grade submitted for an enrollment by an AOI is not KG or 1 
through 12 then report discrepancy as an error. 

AOI enrollments are only authorized for grades 
KG and 1-12 

FY17 

10021 If Special Enrollment code = Open Enrollment and DOA and DOR 
within the state are not the same, then report the discrepancy as an 
error. 

DOA must match the DOR for Open Enrollment FY17 
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Code Description Message 

Applicable 
from FY 

10023 If grade = UE student is not at least 5 years old by January 1, then 
report the discrepancy as an error. 

Student must be at least 5 years old by January 
1st for Ungraded Elementary (UE) 

FY17 

10026 If grade = 1st, and student is not 6 years old before January 1, then 
report the discrepancy as an error. 

Student must be at least 6 years old by January 
1st to generate funding for grades higher than 
kindergarten 

FY17 

10031 If the country of birth is the USA, then the state of birth field must be 
filled. 

State of Birth Code required when Country of 
Birth is USA 

FY17 

10032 If the state of birth is provided and country of birth is null or not 
USA, then report discrepancy as an error. 

Country of birth must be USA for a given state of 
birth 

FY17 

10034 If the system receives more than one main school membership for a 
student during a single membership interval, a warning will be sent 
to the submitting district of the discrepancy. 

There is an existing membership for another 
main school 

FY17 

10037 If DOR end date is not <= Membership end date, then report the 
discrepancy as an error. 

DOR start date and/or end date falls outside the 
enrollment period 

FY17 

10038 If DOR dates overlap, then report the discrepancy as an error. DOR dates overlap with other DOR dates FY17 
10039 If DOR dates have a gap, then report the discrepancy as an error. DOR assignment is missing for all or part of this 

membership 
FY17 

10040 If the DOR is not a Valid DOR type, then report the discrepancy as 
an error. 

District type is not valid as a DOR in the 
database 

FY17 

10041 If DOR CTDS = IC Utah Compact Type 23 and the DOA does not 
correspond to one of the following: 012327 corresponds with 
010227 (Red Mesa Unified) then report the discrepancy as an error. 
(ARS 15-823 F.) 

For DOR 012327, DOA must be 010227 FY17 

10042 If DOR CTDS = IC Utah Compact Type 23 and the DOA does not 
correspond to one of the following: 092327 corresponds with 
090227 (Kayenta Unified), then report the discrepancy as an error. 
(ARS 15-823 F.) 

For DOR 092327, DOA must be 090227 FY17 

10043 If DOR CTDS = State Institution (Type 76) and the DOA does not 
correspond to one of the following: 027613 corresponds with 
020213 (Willcox Unified), 057607 (Ft. Thomas/Ft. Grant) 
corresponds with 050207/050199001 (Dan Hinton 
Accommodation), 117601 corresponds with 110201 (Florence 
Unified), 117621 corresponds with 110221 (Coolidge Unified), then 
report the discrepancy as an error. (ARS 15-976) 

DOR must correspond to the DOA for State 
Institution type 

FY17 
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10044 If DOR CTDS = State Institution (Type 76) and the DOA does not 
correspond to one of the following: 057601 corresponds with 
050201 (Safford Unified) then report the discrepancy as an error. 
(ARS 15-976) 

DOR must correspond to the DOA for State 
Institution type 

FY17 

10045 If DOR CTDS = State Institution (Type 76) and the DOA does not 
correspond to one of the following: 057605 corresponds with 
050305 (Solomon Elementary) then report the discrepancy as an 
error. (ARS 15- 976) 

DOR must correspond to the DOA for State 
Institution type 

FY17 

10046 If DOR CTDS = State Institution (Type 76) and the DOA does not 
correspond to one of the following: 057613 corresponds with 
050316 (Bonita Elementary) then report the discrepancy as an 
error. (ARS 15- 976) 

DOR must correspond to the DOA for State 
Institution type 

FY17 

10047 If DOR is out of state and the DOA is not a District or Charter, then 
report the discrepancy as an error. 

For out of state school, DOA must be District or 
Charter 

FY17 

10048 If DOR is ACCOMMODATION, DOR must be allowed to be listed 
as a district of residence (18.12.1) 

If DOR is ACCOMMODATION, DOR must be 
allowed to be listed as a district of residence 

FY17 

10049 If DOR is ACCOMMODATION and DOA is ACCOMMODATION, 
DOA must have the permission allowing it to be listed as a district of 
residence. Exceptions: DOA is a DOA EXCEPTION. (18.12) 

DOR is ACCOMMODATION and DOA is 
ACCOMMODATION, DOA must have the 
permission allowing it to be listed as a district of 
residence 

FY17 

10050 If the DOR is OUT OF STATE and CEC of any type is reported, 
then report the discrepancy as an error. 

Out of state DOR is not eligible for a CEC FY17 

10051 If the DOR is UNORGANIZED (CTDS 000400 or 000500) and the 
reported CEC is not CEC- A, then report the discrepancy as an 
error. 

Unorganized DOR must have a CEC-A FY17 

10052 If the DOR types for CEC is not DISTRICT or JTED, then report the 
discrepancy as an error. 

The DOR type for a CEC can only be District 
(non-Charter) or a CTED 

FY17 

10055 If track number is Null and membership type is not AOI (T) or DRP 
(D), the report the discrepancy as an error. 

Calendar/Track can only be Null when used with 
membership type T or D. 

FY17 

10056 If school is identified as an AOI school, then the track number must 
be "Null". If the track number is not "Null" then report the 
discrepancy as an error. 

A student in an AOI may not be submitted with a 
calendar. 

FY17 

10057 If an enrollment is submitted with overlapping dates, then report the 
discrepancy as an error. 

Reported enrollment overlaps with another 
enrollment 

FY17 
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10058 If an enrollment has an Exit Status and does not have an Exit Date, 
then report the discrepancy as an error. 

If a membership has an exit code, it must have 
an exit date. 

FY17 

10059 If an enrollment has an Exit date and does not have an Exit Status, 
then report the discrepancy as an error. 

If a membership has an exit date, it must have 
an exit code. 

FY17 

10061 If the exit status is a mid-year promotion and the next grade level is 
not greater than the grade level of the row being examined, report 
the discrepancy as an error. 

Ungraded Elementary (UE) cannot be submitted 
unless student has Group B SPED participation 
and is of KG age 

FY17 

10062 If the exit status is a mid-year demotion and the next grade level is 
not less than the grade level of the row being examined, report the 
discrepancy as an error. 

If a student is demoted mid-year, the next grade 
level must be lower than the previous grade. 

FY17 

10064 If a grade and the grade immediately after it are more than 1 grade 
apart, report the discrepancy as an information. 

Information - Grade transfer for more than one 
grade 

FY17 

10065 If grade = KG, and student is not 5 years old before January 1, then 
report the discrepancy as an error. 

Student must be at least 5 years old by January 
1st to generate funding for kindergarten 

FY17 

10066 If grade = PS, the first day of membership cannot occur before the 
90th day prior to the student’s 3rd birthday, if it does then report the 
discrepancy as an error. 

Student must be within 90 days of their third 
birthday on the first day of membership 

FY17 

10067 If a student's grade is UE for ANY period in a membership and the 
student does NOT have an active Group B SPED Service (Group B 
disabilities: HI, VI, A, MD, SID, MDSSI, OI, ED-P, MOID) for every 
day he has a membership grade as UE. A child receiving regular 
instruction in one school (or district) and receiving SPED services in 
another school (or district) is still eligible for this benefit. 

Change membership/SPED grade to KG or 
submit a Group B SPED service for each day of 
UE membership 

FY17 

10068 If Tuition Payer dates overlap, then report the discrepancy as an 
error. 

Reported Tuition Payer overlaps with another 
Tuition Payer for this membership 

FY17 

10069 If Tuition Payer dates reported have a gap, then report the 
discrepancy as an error. 

Tuition Payer assignment is missing for all or 
part of this membership 

FY17 

10070 If the school of attendance is an AOI then DOA must equal DOR. 
Exception1: If a student in grades 9-12 has a DOR of Elementary 
not within a HS, then DOA may be different from DOR. Exception 2: 
If a student has a DOR with a role attribute of transporting district 
then DOA must be different from DOR. 

For AOI schools this DOA cannot be used with 
this student's DOR 

FY17 
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from FY 

10071 If a student is submitted with attendance minutes and the student 
does not have a homebound need, does not have a grade of PS, or 
does not attend an AOI school or a school with an alternative 
program/calendar designation, then report the discrepancy with a 
warning. 

Absences must be submitted instead of 
attendance minutes for this student 

FY17 

10072 If a student has a homebound need, attendance minutes must be 
reported instead of absences during the homebound need time 
frame else report the discrepancy with a warning. 

Attendance minutes must be submitted instead 
of absences for students with a homebound 
need 

FY17 

10073 If a student has a homebound need and the total attendance 
minutes is not at least 240 minutes a week then report the 
discrepancy as a warning. 

Attendance submissions of less than 240 
minutes per week will result in absences for a 
student with a homebound need 

FY17 

10074 If student is in PS, and the total attendance minutes is not at least 
360 minutes a week then report the discrepancy as a warning. 

Attendance submissions of less than 360 
minutes per week will result in absences for 
preschool students 

FY17 

10075 If student is in PS, attendance minutes must be reported instead of 
absences else report the discrepancy with a warning. 

Attendance minutes must be submitted instead 
of absences for preschool and AOI students 

FY19 

10081 If membership received after previous membership in the same 
school for this fiscal year and no withdrawal on file for the previous 
membership, then report the discrepancy as an error. 

Student must be withdrawn from prior enrollment 
before being readmitted 

FY17 

10082 If the Absence amount for any Day of Membership or the 
Withdrawal Date is greater than the FTE value for that day, then 
report the 

The absence amount must be less than the 
membership FTE value on an enrollment day, 
readmission day, or withdrawal day. 

FY17 

10083 If the submitted start date (old FTE start date, New FTE start date) 
is < the school membership date OR if the date is > the withdrawal 
date (if one exists), then report the discrepancy as an error. 

The FTE begin and/or end dates do not occur 
within the enrollment 

FY17 

10084 If the First or Last day of enrollment is not a valid session date in 
the school's calendar for the track identified in the membership 
during the fiscal year indicated by this end date, then report the 
discrepancy as an error. 

Membership's entry or withdrawal date falls 
outside this LEA’s session calendar 

FY17 

10085 If the First or Last day of FTE is not a valid session date in the 
school's calendar for the track identified in the membership during 
the fiscal year indicated by this date, then report the discrepancy as 
an error. 

Membership's FTE beginning or end date falls 
outside this LEA’s session calendar 

FY17 
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Code Description Message 

Applicable 
from FY 

10086 If the First or Last day of Student Tuition Payer Code is not a valid 
session date in the school's calendar for the track identified in the 
membership during the fiscal year indicated by this end date, then 
report the discrepancy as an error. 

Membership's Tuition Payer Code beginning, or 
end date falls outside this LEA’s session 
calendar 

FY17 

10087 If the First or Last day of Special Enrollment code is not a valid 
session date in the school's calendar for the track identified in the 
membership during the fiscal year indicated by this end date, then 
report the discrepancy as an error. 

Membership's Special Enrollment Code 
beginning, or end date falls outside this LEA’s 
session calendar 

FY17 

10088 If the First or Last day of DOR Transfer is not a valid session date in 
the school's calendar for the track identified in the membership 
during the fiscal year indicated by this end date, then report the 
discrepancy as an error. 

Membership's DOR beginning or end date falls 
outside this LEA’s session calendar 

FY17 

10089 If grade is greater than KG and Student Membership FTE < 1.0 and 
school is not a JTED site then, report the possible discrepancy as: 
Informational message. 

Student Membership FTE indicates that this 
student's participation in this school is less than 
full-time 

FY17 

10090 If the grade = PS then FTE must equal 0 or 0.5, if not then report 
the discrepancy as an error. 

Student membership FTE for a preschool 
student must be 0 or 0.5 

FY17 

10091 The date of absence or attendance must be on a valid in-session 
day for the fiscal year within the membership start and end date, 
else report discrepancy as an error. 

Absence/Attendance date falls outside the 
enrollment 

FY17 

10092 If Absence date is not a valid session day for the Fiscal Year, then 
report the discrepancy as an error. 

Absence date is not a valid session day in school FY17 

10096 If a student is submitted "In Attendance" and Attendance minutes 
are not provided, then report the discrepancy with a warning. 

Attendance minutes are required when the field 
"In Attendance" is reported. Attendance minutes 
cannot be null or zero 

FY17 

10097 If track number is submitted and membership type is AOI (T) or 
DRP (D), then report the discrepancy as an error. 

A student in an AOI or DRP may not be 
submitted with a calendar. 

FY17 

10098 If track number is not submitted for membership type Main or 
Ancillary, then report the discrepancy as an error. 

A student with a membership type of M or A 
must be submitted with a calendar 

FY17 

10099 If an enrollment is submitted without the required elements of 
Student Membership FTE, Tuition Payer Code, and DOR, then 
report the discrepancy as an error. 

FTE, Tuition Payer and DOR are required for an 
enrollment submitted with Membership Type M, 
A and T. Only DOR is required if Membership 
Type is P 

FY17 
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Error 
Code Description Message 

Applicable 
from FY 

10101 If the Special Enrollment dates overlap, then report the discrepancy 
as an error. 

Reported Special Enrollment date overlaps with 
another Special Enrollment date for this 
membership 

FY17 

10102 If Special Enrollment dates reported are outside of the enrollment 
dates, then report the discrepancy as an error. 

Special Enrollment date falls outside the 
enrollment dates 

FY17 

10103 If Membership FTE dates overlap, then report the discrepancy as 
an error. 

Reported Membership FTE date overlaps with 
another Membership FTE date for this 
membership 

FY17 

10104 If Membership FTE dates reported have a gap, then report the 
discrepancy as an error. 

Membership FTE assignment is missing for all or 
part of this membership 

FY17 

10105 If the Membership end date is before the Membership entry date, 
then report the discrepancy as an error. 

Membership end date must be equal to or 
greater than entry date 

FY17 

10106 If the FTE end date is before the FTE entry date, then report the 
discrepancy as an error. 

FTE end date must be equal to or greater than 
entry date 

FY17 

10107 If the Tuition Payer end date is before the Tuition Payer entry date, 
then report the discrepancy as an error. 

Tuition Payer end date must be equal to or 
greater than entry date 

FY17 

10108 If the Special Enrollment end date is before the Special Enrollment 
entry date, then report the discrepancy as an error. 

Special Enrollment end date must be equal to or 
greater than entry date 

FY17 

10109 If a student is reported with an excused or unexcused absence and 
attendance minutes are submitted, then report the discrepancy as 
an error. 

Attendance minutes are not required for an 
Excused/unexcused absence 

FY17 

10110 If the submitted start date of Tuition Payer Code is < the school 
membership date OR if the date is > the withdrawal date (if one 
exists), then report the discrepancy as an error. 

The Tuition Payer Code begin and/or end dates 
do not occur within the enrollment 

FY17 

10111 If the submitted start date of Special Enrollment Code is < the 
school membership date OR if the date is > the withdrawal date (if 
one exists), then report the discrepancy as an error. 

The Special Enrollment Code begin and/or end 
dates do not occur within the enrollment 

FY17 

10112 If a Public Special Education Institution submits an enrollment 
transaction with a Tuition Payer Code = 1, then report the 
discrepancy as an error. 

Public Special Education Institution voucher 
students do not generate fundable ADM and 
cannot be reported with a Tuition Payer Code = 
1 

FY17 
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Error 
Code Description Message 

Applicable 
from FY 

10113 If attendance or absence is submitted for a student with 
MembershipType = P or D, then send a warning message. 

Attendance or absence has been submitted for 
an enrollment with Membership Type = P or D. 
Membership Type P determines that student is 
not enrolled in the school. He is only attending a 
program. Membership Type D is used to identify 
a student enrolled in Dropout Recovery Program 

FY17 

10114 If attendance minutes or absences are submitted for an enrollment 
with a Summer Withdrawal Code, then report discrepancy as an 
error. (Summer Withdrawals cannot have associated attendance 
minutes or absences.) 

Attendance Minutes or absences have been 
submitted for an enrollment that has a Summer 
Withdrawal Code 

FY17 

10115 If an "Ancillary" enrollment is submitted without a "Main" 
membership for that student, or more than one enrollment is 
submitted with "Main" membership during the same enrollment date 
range of the “Ancillary”, then report discrepancy as a warning. 

An "Ancillary" membership has been submitted 
without a "Main" membership or more than one 
"Main" membership has been submitted during 
the same enrollment date range 

FY17 

10118 If the withdrawal code is WK and the subsequent enrollment's start 
date is not the next instructional day of the track of the subsequent 
enrollment, then report the discrepancy as an error. 

Withdrawal code WK requires an enrollment that 
begins on the next instructional day of the new 
calendar. 

FY17 

10119 If the withdrawal code is WP and the subsequent enrollment's RP 
start date is not the next instructional day of the track of the 
subsequent enrollment, then report the discrepancy as an error. 

Withdrawal code WP requires an enrollment that 
begins on the next instructional day of the new 
calendar. 

FY17 

10120 If the withdrawal code is WD and the subsequent enrollment's RD 
start date is not the next instructional day of the track of the 
subsequent enrollment, then report the discrepancy as an error. 

Withdrawal code WD requires an enrollment that 
begins on the next instructional day of the new 
calendar. 

FY17 

10121 If MembershipType for a given enrollment is P, the Entry Type 
should be NULL. If MembershipType is not P the Entry Type should 
not be NULL. 

Entry Type must be NULL for enrollment 
submitted with Membership Type P and Entry 
Type should not be NULL if Membership Type is 
not P 

FY17 

10122 If the Student turns 22 during the current enrollment and is not 
receiving SPED services on his 22nd birthday, report as an error. 

Students that are 22 years old and not receiving 
SPED services are not eligible to state funding 

FY17 

10123 If grade = UE student is not at least 5 years old by January 1, then 
report the discrepancy as an error. 

The student's Membership DOR was submitted 
with an invalid value for Responsibility Descriptor 
ID. Please direct your vendor to the use case 
document section: 

FY17 
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Error 
Code Description Message 

Applicable 
from FY 

studentEducationOrganizationAssociations- 
Education Organization should be the DOR 

10124 Rule should check for flag=true if Calendar is valid else should fail 
the rule and report an error Rule should check for flag=true if 
Calendar is ADE approved else should fail the rule and report an 
error Rule should check for flag=true if Calendar is Certified else 
should fail the rule and report an error 

Calendar/Track {Expected1} is not {Expected2}. FY17 

10125 DOR for membership type C cannot be a JTED The DOR for a membership type C membership 
must be authorized to serve grades 9-12 and 
issue a high school diploma or be an elementary 
district not within a high school district. 

FY19 

10126 If membership type C is submitted for a school which is not in the 
list of school provided by SF, then report the discrepancy as an 
error. 

If membership type C is submitted for a school 
which is not in the list of school provided by SF, 
then report the discrepancy as an error. 

FY19 

10128 If a student is in PS and 5 years old before September 1st, then 
report the discrepancy as an error. 

A preschool child must be 3 years old, and not 
yet 5 years old on September 1 

FY19 

10130 If a grade-level or school for a membership does not align with the 
calendar type, then report the discrepancy as an error. 

The membership grade or school does not align 
to its calendar type 

FY20 

10131 If any day a PS enrollment without a SPED Program is not reported 
with Tuition Payer Code 2 OR if any day a PS enrollment with a 
SPED Program is not reported with Tuition Payer Code 1 or 7, then 
report the discrepancy as an error. 

Preschool students not receiving SPED services 
must be reported with tuition payer 2 for each 
day of enrollment, Preschool students on an IEP 
and receiving SPED services should be reported 
with tuition payer 1 (regular) or 7 (ASDB 
voucher) for each day of enrollment. 

FY20 

10132 Any day a student is reported Tuition Payer Code 4, a SPED 
program may not be reported 

Student reported with Tuition Payer code 4 may 
not be reported with a SPED Least Restrictive 
Environment. 

FY21 

10133 Any day a student is reported Tuition Payer Code 7, a SPED 
program must be reported 

Students reported with Tuition Payer code 7 
must be reported with a SPED Least Restrictive 
Environment. 

FY21 

10134 If student reported with ASDB enrollments does not have a SPED 
program, then report the discrepancy as an error. 

Students attending ASDB must be reported with 
a SPED Least Restrictive Environment (LRE). 

FY21 
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10135 If the student from grade PS- 8 is submitted with grad code, then 
report the discrepancy as an error.  

An elementary school student may not be 
graduated. Please review the exit code for the 
membership and submit grade appropriate exit 
code. 

FY21 

10136 If a school submits more than one student enrollment record within 
the same start and end dates of an existing enrollment record at the 
same school, then report the discrepancy as an error. 

An individual student may not have overlapping 
enrollments submitted at the same school within 
a given year. 

FY21 

10137 ASDB regional sites cannot be used for enrollment reporting in 
AzEDS and are for voucher use only.  Please report the ASDB 
Voucher student at the site the student is physically attending. 

Enrollments for ASDB regional sites should be 
reported as the physical site the student is 
attending. 

FY22 

10138 If the enrollment reported for Private Day School sites does not 
have SPED Least Restrictive Environment for all days of reported 
enrollment, then report the discrepancy as an error. 

Students attending Private Day Schools must be 
reported with a SPED Least Restrictive 
Environment (LRE). 

FY22 

10198 If track number is not submitted for membership type Main or 
Ancillary, then report the discrepancy as an error. 

Track number is required for membership types 
Main or Ancillary 

FY17 

10200 Students who have already graduated or received a high school 
diploma are not eligible to enroll in a public school. If an enrollment 
is submitted for a student who has previously graduated report the 
discrepancy as error. 

Students who have received a high school 
diploma may not enroll in a public school 

FY17 

10201 Students with GCD or DRP memberships should have a 
corresponding program association (DRP = Program Type 61 and 
GCD = Program Type 60). If a Membership Type D or Membership 
Type G is submitted without a corresponding program association 
report discrepancy as error. 

Students enrolled in GCD or DRP must have a 
corresponding program Association 

FY17 

10203 If attendance minutes are reported for days after the data capture 
date, then report the discrepancy as error. 

Attendance minutes expected in the future 
should not be reported. 

FY17 

10204 If attendance events are reported for days after the data capture 
date, then report the discrepancy as warning. 

Prepopulated absences are not considered valid 
and can impact a school's average daily 
attendance. 

FY17 

10205 If a student has attendance minutes exceeding 1440 minutes per 
day, then report the discrepancy as an error. 

Student was submitted with more than 24 hours 
of attendance in a single day. 

FY20 

20000 If a Student has a summer withdrawal, he must have a year-end 
status from the prior year as well BUT the summer withdrawal and 

Student with a summer withdrawal has no year-
end status 

FY17 
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the year-end status don’t necessarily have to be from the same 
school. 

20001 If a student withdrawal is submitted on the last scheduled school 
day in session, report the discrepancy as an error, UNLESS the 
withdrawal is a W8 (deceased). 

Withdrawal must occur before last day of school FY17 

20002 If a student is submitted to the same school with an “R” code value 
and it does not synchronize with its previous “W” code value during 
the same school year, then report the discrepancy as an error. 

Submitted readmission activity does not match 
the previous withdrawal activity code 

FY17 

20003 If a student changes track mid-year (as reflected by the withdrawal 
code of WK) then there must be a subsequent membership with the 
enrollment code EK. 

Mid-year track change Withdrawal code WK 
must be followed with a mid- year track change 
Enrollment code EK 

FY17 

20004 If the first enrollment of the year in a single track is not submitted 
with an "E" code for that student/school/grade, then report the 
discrepancy as an error. 

A student's first enrollment of the school year in 
a school must be an ‘E’ code. 

FY17 

20005 If multiple "E" codes are submitted for a student/school/grade in a 
single year, then report the discrepancy as an error. 

Only one ‘E’ code is allowed for a 
student/school/grade in a single school year 

FY17 

20006 If Grade is = high school (9-12), then Graduation year must be 
present. 

Normal graduation year is required for all high 
school students 

FY17 

20009 If a student is submitted with a withdrawal code of W7 and the 
grade is less than 9, including UE, then report the discrepancy as 
an error. 

Student can only have a Withdrawal Activity 
code of W7 (graduated) if student is in grade 9 or 
above. 

FY17 

20011 If the readmission entry date is prior to the Membership date, then 
report the discrepancy as an error 

New readmission is prior to the withdrawal of the 
most recent membership during the fiscal year 

FY17 

20012 If readmission entry date is earlier than the withdrawal date of 
Membership, then report the discrepancy as an error. 

Student must be withdrawn from prior enrollment 
before being readmitted 

FY17 

20014 If withdrawal activity code is WT and no subsequent ET enrollment 
code with a different grade exists then, report the discrepancy as an 
error. 

Withdrawal code "WT" requires a subsequent 
enrollment with a different grade 

FY17 

20015 If Grade level code = PS, KG, 1st through 8th Grade and normal 
Graduation Year is not blank. Then report the discrepancy as 
warning. 

Database will not populate the normal graduation 
year; Grade not in high school 

FY17 

20016 If a JTED Satellite or JTED Main submits a year end code of "G", or 
exit withdrawal codes of "W7", and "S7", then report the 
discrepancy as an error. 

Student cannot graduate from a CTED FY17 
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20017 If withdrawal activity is WP and no subsequent enrollment with a 
higher grade exists then, report the discrepancy as an error. 

Withdrawal code "WP" requires a subsequent 
enrollment with a higher grade 

FY17 

20018 If withdrawal activity is WD and no subsequent enrollment with a 
lower grade exists then, report the discrepancy as an error. 

Withdrawal code "WD" requires a subsequent 
enrollment with a lower grade 

FY17 

20020 If the withdrawal code is WK and there is not a subsequent 
enrollment date and code of EK in the same year, then report the 
discrepancy as an error. 

Withdrawal code "WK" requires a subsequent 
enrollment with an EK enrollment code 

FY17 

20023 If the withdrawal date is not a valid school date, then report the 
discrepancy as an error. 

Date falls outside this school's calendar FY17 

20024 If a student's withdrawal Date is prior to the enrollment begin date, 
then report the discrepancy as error. 

Withdrawal Date cannot be prior to the 
enrollment begin date 

FY17 

20025 An enrollment record with a withdrawal code must have a 
withdrawal date before the before last day of school. 

Withdrawal must occur before last day of school FY17 

20031 If an enrollment is submitted with a summer withdrawal code S7 
and entry and exit dates are not between July 1st and August 31st 
of the Fiscal Year then, report discrepancy as an error. 

The summer withdrawal dates for Summer early 
graduation (S7) student must be between July 
1st and August 31st of the Fiscal Year 

FY17 

20033 If an enrollment is submitted with a summer withdrawal code for an 
AOI then report discrepancy as an error. 

AOIs cannot submit summer withdrawals FY17 

20038 If membership has a withdrawal code of WK and the student didn't 
switch calendars, move from UE to KG, or move from KG to UE, 
then report the discrepancy as an error. 

Withdrawal code "WK" requires subsequent 
enrollment of UE to KG or KG to UE or a change 
in calendar code. 

FY20 

20099 If an enrollment is submitted without the required elements of 
Student Membership FTE, Tuition Payer Code, and DOR, then 
report the discrepancy as an error. 

Membership FTE, Tuition Payer and DOR are 
required fields for an enrollment 

FY17 

21000 If a student's grade and Year End Status code combination are not 
an approved combination, then report the discrepancy as an error. 

Incorrect Year End Status Code submitted for 
this student's grade level. 

FY17 

21001 All student memberships must have a year-end status code. If a 
student's grade is PS-12 including UE and the Year End Status 
code is not submitted by May 1st of the current fiscal year, then 
report the discrepancy as an error. 

Every membership needs an exit date and 
reason. Please submit a Year End Status or 
Withdrawal code and exit date 

FY17 

21002 If the student's withdrawal activity code = W7 (add W15, S7, G) and 
the student's cohort year by ADE is not established, then report the 
discrepancy as an error 

Students need to have a cohort year established 
and be in grades 9-12 to graduate. 

FY17 
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21004 All student memberships must have a year-end status code. If a 
student's grade is PS-12 including UE and the Year End Status 
code is not submitted by April 1st of the current fiscal year, then 
report the discrepancy as a warning. 

Every membership needs an exit date and 
reason. Please submit a Year End Status or 
Withdrawal code and exit date 

FY17 

21005 If the withdrawal date is not between July 1 and the first 
instructional day of track 1 at the DOA and withdrawal type is any 
summer withdrawal code other than S7 report discrepancy as error. 

Summer withdrawals other than S7 are only valid 
between July 1 and the first instructional day. 

FY17 

21006 A student with a summer withdrawal and the exit date after June 30 
must have a yearend status. The summer withdrawal and the 
yearend status must be from the same school. 

Student with a summer withdrawal has no year-
end status from the prior year at the same 
school. 

FY17 

21007 All students reported in the student table must have at least one 
corresponding record in the student Language table. 

This student has been reported without a 
language. 

FY17 

21008 All students reported in the student table must have at least one 
corresponding record in the student race table. 

This student has been reported without a race. FY17 

21009 Student records reported with invalid exit withdrawal or yearend 
status code will be reported as errors. Invalid codes include S2, S3, 
S13, S17, S18, S20, L, SA, SC, SE. 

The exit withdrawal code is invalid. Please 
submit a valid code. 

FY17 

21010 If the yearend statuses are not between the last instructional day 
and 6/30(End of FY) then report the discrepancy as an error. 

The Year End status is outside of the last 
instructional day and June 30th. 

FY18 

 


